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ABSTRACT 
If X is a projective threefold with only ordinary double points, it is possible to obtain a smooth 
“small” resolution of X by replacing every singular point not by a surface, but by a P’. For every 
double point there are two ways to do so. It is an interesting fact that such a small resolution need 
not be projective. In this article we shall investigate the small resolutions of the Segre cubic, i.e. 
the unique cubic hypersurface in P4 with 10 ordinary double points. 
INTRODUCTION 
Recent developments in physics, the super string theory, have stimulated 
an interest in Kahler manifolds with low topological Euler characteristic (cf. 
[Candelas]). 
A way to construct such spaces is the following. Take a threefold X with 
ordinary double points only. Let x denote the blow-up of X in the singular 
points. Every exceptional divisor E is a P’ x P’. 
There are two natural projections rri : E-, P’, i E ( 1,2}. Because [a fibre of 
rri] . E = - 1, the fibres of 7~; , i E ( 1,2}, can be blown down (cf. [Nakano]). The 
result is a manifold 2. 2 is called a small resolution of X since the singular 
points are replaced by curves. This 2 however need not be a Kahler manifold. 
Since 8 is Moishezon, being a Kahler manifold is the same as being projective 
(cf. [Hartshorne], page 446). 
In this article we shall investigate small resolutions of the Segre cubic K 
in fP4. 
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The Segre cubic K in lP4 is defined in IP’ by two equations: 
K is the unique cubic threefold in lP4 with the maximum number of ordinary 
double points, namely 10 (cf. [Segre] and [Kalker]). 
I would like to thank J. Steenbrink, D. van Straten and A. Van de Ven for 
many helpful conversations, and Hans den Heijer for assisting me writing the 
computer program which yields the 13 isomorphism classes in 0 5. 
$ 1. THE PLANES ON K 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let V be a plane contained in some hypersurface M of 
degree dz2 of lP4. Then: M is singular and V contains at least one and, if 
finitely many, at most (d- l)* singular points of M. If M has only ordinary 
double points there are exactly (d- l)* singular points on I’. 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1.1. On lP4 we choose homogeneous coordinates 
go: . . . : <4) s.t.: 
I/=((<,:...: t4)~~416=rl=o~. 
M= {XE lP4p(x) =O} 
with P a homogeneous polynomial of degree d 12. Because VC M, we can 
write: 
P[(cg: . . . : <4)1= ,I Kf4+ ti.Fil + to& WI, 
where Ei and G are homogeneous polynomials of degree (d - 2) in lo, . . . , 4Y4, 
and Fi are homogeneous polynomials of degree (d - 1) in r2, &, and r4. 
One sees easily that on V the system 
t 
ap 
- =O, 
Xi 
i=O,...,4 
1 
is equivalent with: 
[ 
FoM2 : (3 : t4)1= 0 1 * F, K2 : C3 : t4)1= 0 
From this it follows immediately that M is singular and V contains at least one 
and, if finitely many, at most (d - l)* singular points of M. 
It is an easy exercise to verify that there are exactly (d- l)* singular points 
on V if M has only ordinary double points. 0 
Let M be a cubic hypersurface in iP4 with only ordinary double points and 
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PeMsins. The lines in lP4 through P form a lP3. The lines through P, tangent 
to h4, form a smooth quadric surface Q in lP3. The lines through P lying on 
K form a curve S on Q of type (3,3) with only ordinary double points (cf. 
[Kalker] and [Hartshorne]). This curve is called the associated variety of M with 
respect to P. 
In general, S depends on P, but for the Segre cubic this is not the case. 
From now on the only cubic we shall consider is the Segre cubic, unless 
otherwise stated. 
For any singular point the associated variety is a set of six different lines: 
three of type (1,O) and three of type (0,l). So six planes pass through every 
singular point of K. Any singular point of the associated variety comes from 
a singular point of the hypersurface and vice versa (except for one, of course!) 
Therefore, every plane contains 4 singular points (what we already knew by 
Prop. 1.1). Since every plane contains at least one singular point, the total 
number of planes on K is 
6x10 
- = 15. 
4 
We fix a singular point and label the other 9 as follows: l 
The associated variety (K, PI) 
u,nlP3 u2niP3 03mP3 
So, for example, u1 is the plane through pI, PZ, PS and ~8. 
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By looking at the hyperplane H in lP4 through uI and 02, we find a 7’h plane 
through p3, ~4, ps and ~8. HnK contains the two planes and is singular in 
p3, p4, p5 and ps, so NflK must contain another plane through these four 
points: 
VII 
04 
This way we can find all 15 planes: 
01 02 u3 04 05 06 07 08 09 010 41 012 “13 “14 "15 
111111222233344 
2 3 4 2 5 8 5 6 4 3 4 5 6 5 7 
5 6 7 3 6 9 9 7 6 7 5 7 8 6 8 
8 9 10 4 7 10 10 8 9 10 8 9 10 10 9 
means that p2, p3,p7 and plo are contained in the plane 
A more effective way to denote the planes and singular points on the Segre 
cubic is the following: 
A singular point can be denoted by P[i f’,], with: 
{h,i,.i,k,Lm} = {1,2,3,45,61 
h<i<j and k<l<m 
h=l 
A plane on the cubic can be denoted by o[i, j], with: 
icj 
{i,jlC{L&%4,5,6} 
This notation has the great advantage that one can see immediately how planes 
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intersect and which singular points are involved: 
o[i,j] if {i,j} = {k,/}. 
pi & 5 i], if {i, j} and {k, /} have one number in 
u[i, j] fl u[k, f] = common. 
line through P[ f ‘, ?] and P[ 5 ‘, $1, if 
{i,j,k,I,m,n}={l,..., 6). 
Where P[ f 4 $ ] determines in a trivial way a singular point. 
In this article we shall not need this notation. 
8 2. DIVISORS AND INTERSECTION ON SMALL RESOLUTIONS OF K 
THEOREM 2.1. Let K be any cubic hypersurface in IP4 with only ordinary 
double points and let PE KSing. 
Let S be the associated curve “seen” from P, then: 
B(K, P)a?(IP3,S) 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. Let: 
rcI : B(K, P)* Ip3 be the morphism defined by the projection from P on lP3. 
7r2 : B(Ip3, S)+ Ip3 be the blow-up map. 
El = 7~; l(S), with reduced structure. 
E2 = n; l(S). 
It is easily verified that both E, and E2 are IPI bundles over S. Further: 
nl:B(K, P)\E,%P’\S 
n2 : B(lP3, S) \ E2=’ P3 \ S. 
It is easily verified that E, is a Cartier divisor on B(K, P) and so the ideal 
sheaf SE, is invertible (cf. [Hartshorne], page 145). Moreover n- ‘(9,) 
* @B(K, I’) = SE which is easily shown by an explicit computation and so 
n- ‘6%) ’ @Et;, P) is invertible and we can apply the Universal Property of 
Blowing Up (cf. [Hartshorne], page 164): There is a commutative diagram 
g is bijective and therefore an isomorphism which proves the theorem. 
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We now return to the Segre cubic. 
S consists of 6 lines on a smooth quadric QC a hyperplane HC lP4, such that 
P, $H, intersecting each other as follows: 
Where we define: Ii : = uin Q and mi : = Oi+3 tl Q, i = 1,2,3. We write: Ui : = tJi 
and wi: =Oi+3 for i=1,2,3. 
If we blow up lP3 in S, not at once but line by line, and then blow down 
QP iP’ x IP’ in one direction, we get a small resolution of K. This enables us to 
describe the divisor class groups Cl(K) and Cl(K) (cf. [Hartshorne], page 131) 
for any small resolution R. 
LEMMA 2.2. 
a) Cl(K) G C/(x) for any small resolution R. 
b) Cl(K)aZ*H@ If=, 72. Vi@ I:=, Z* ~i/(-2H+ Cf=, “y;.+ Cf=, St;) with 
H the hyperplane section of K. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.2. 
a) This is trivial since K and R differ only on sets of codimension 12. 
b) Blowing up lP3 in the lines fi (resp. mi) in some order produces “yi (resp. 
91i) as exceptional divisors. 
Let J? denote a blow-up of lP3 in this way. (So R is almost a small 
resolution of K). 
It is clear that C/(R)ZZ- Hp + Of=, Z* ^y+ @f=, Z* 91i. By blowing 
down Q we “lose” the subgroulp of C/(x) generated by Q. 
The two facts that Q- 2Hp - C:=, T- If=, wi and that Hp corre- 
sponds to H via the isomorphism between K and the blow-up of lP3 prove 
the lemma. 0 
We now have some information about the divisors on small resolutions. The 
next step is to calculate the intersection of a divisor with an exceptional line. 
Lemma 2.3 tells us the result. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let R be the blow-up of K in the 10 singular points P,, . . . . P,, 
and let a be the projection x : R-+X, with R some small resolution of K. 
Further, let QCR (resp. fC@ be the exceptional quadric (resp. line) above 
some singular point Pi of K. Assume that Q is blown down in such a way that 
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the line (0,l) “survives” and (1,O) becomes a point. Let d E Pit(K), then: 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.3. We may assume that Q lies above P2. 
Write d = nH+ C Qi Vi + C pi 91;+ C YiQi, with Qi the exceptional quadric 
in K above Pi. 
This is possible by lemma 2.2. 
Since: H. Q2 = (O,O), Qz.Qz=(- 1, - 1)s 
v,.Q2=(1,0), w1.Q2=(0,1), 
v,.Qz=(O,O), 91;.Qz=(O,Oh 
v,.Q2=(0,0), ‘%s. Q2 = (0, 0), we find: 
d.Q=d.Q2=((~,-~2,8,-~2)=(a,b). 
R*(Ll)=tZH+ C aj vi+ C pi wj 
so: 
[n,(d)l.l=a,[~,.fl+~~[~l.~l=a,-P~ 
= (al - y2) - (4 - y2) 
=a-b. 0 
8 3. AUT(K) 
In this paragraph we will prove that Aut(K) z S,. To do so, we will need the 
following fact: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Every automorphism of K is induced by a projective trans- 
formation of lP4. 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.1. Let @ cAut(K). We only have to show that 
@*m)llK= @(l)l,, with O(1) the twisting sheaf on iP4. Naturally 
t#l *(COO) z COO, the dualizing sheaf of K. Since, by the adjunction formula, 
w”= O( - 2)IK, we only have to prove that Pit(K) is torsion-free. In fact 
Pit(K) z Z. This follows from the famous exponential sequence on K: 
and the exact cohomology sequence: 
H’K @Ia - H’(K, t+Q> - H2(K, Z) - H2W, @K) 
II I( II II 
0 Pit(K) if! 0 
H’(K, t7YK) = 0: since the ideal sheaf 9, of K on lP4 is the line bundle O( - 3) we 
obtain the exact sequence: 
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H’( lP4, @p4) - H1P4, @K) - H2( IPq SK) 
(I /I 
0 0 
from which it follows that H’(lP4, flK) = 0. 
H*(K, Z) ZZ : HL(P4 \ K) = 0 for is 3 (Morse-theory), and so we get the 
isomorphism 
0 - H2( lP4, b) L H2(K, Z) - 0 
I/ 
H 
H*(K, CK) = 0: this follows quite easily from the exact sequence on lP4: 
and so: 
H2( lP4, @p) - H*( p4, @K) - H3(IP4, $K) 
0 H*K @K) H3(rP4, @( - 3)) = 0 
from which it follows immediately that H*(K, @K) = 0. cl 
It is easy to see that there is an exact sequence O-S, A Aut(K). Recall that 
K is given in II” by C $ = 1 <i= 0. 
By letting S, operate on the <i’s we get the exact sequence O-S, A Aut(K). 
This, shows that Aut(K) contains at least 6! = 720 elements. 
We will show that Aut(K) contains also at most 720 morphisms, which will 
prove the isomorphism S, + Aut(K). 
If we try to construct automorphisms of K we shall see that we can never 
obtain more than 720. 
We start by prescribing the image Q of some singular point P: 
sing. P- sing. Q [at most 10 possibilities] 
Because every automorphism of K is induced by a transformation of lP4 (prop. 
3.1), the planes ai, pj through P must be transformed into the planes c&, & 
through Q: 
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Here we can prescribe at most: ai-)cj 1 (Yi-‘pj bi+pk OR pi+&k 1 this gives us 72 possibilities. 
Prop. 3.2 tells us that after prescribing this (if possible) the automorphism 
is fixed. 
Since 10x 72=720= #S,, we are left to prove proposition 3.2. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. 
a) The images of P, (Yi and ~j fix the images of all singular points Pi, 
i=1,2 ,..,, 10. 
b) If the singular points are fixpoints of a projective transformation T of lP4, 
then r=id.. 
c) The images of P, (Yi and pj under @ E Aut(K) fix 4. 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.2. 
a) Trivial. 
b) The singular points lie in general position in lP4 and therefore their images 
fix 5. 
c) This is a trivial corollary of a) and b). 0 
REMARK. Notice in particular that we can “construct” every automorphism 
of K by prescribing the image of some singular point and the 6 planes 
through it. 
5 4. PROJECTIVITY OF I? 
In this paragraph we fix a singular point P and the six planes V;. and 9Lj 
through it. ( W; fl ~j = SLi fl Wj = P if i#j and Vi fl Wj = a line.) Note that 
Pic(@ is generated by H, W;. and 9Lj, i, j= 1,2,3 (cf. 0 2). A small resolution 
of K is projective if and only if there exists an ample divisor on it. The following 
lemma gives us a criterion for ampleness: 
LEMMA 4.1 (Nakai-Moishezon Criterion, cf. [Hartshorne]). 
A divisor LI E Pit(R) is ample if and only if: 
a- for every irreducible curve X: d .X> 0. 
b- for every irreducible surface S : d2 * S> 0. 
c- A3>0. 
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In our special case we are able to formulate the following: 
THEOREM 4.2. R is projective if and only if there exists a divisor A such that 
for every exceptional line Li, i = 1, . . . , 10: 
REMARK. This theorem can be generalized to other small resolutions. Jtirgen 
Werner (Max Planck Institut fur Mathematik, Bonn) has worked on this. His 
work is to appear. 
Note that we do NOT state that A is ample! In fact we will show that A + mH 
is ample for m sufficiently large. 
PROOFOFTHEOREM 4.2. 
Let R be any small resolution of K. 
The “only if”-part is trivial. 
NOW suppose A = nH+ C ai W;. + C bi wi, such that A * Li> 0 for every ex- 
ceptional line Li. We may assume that ai, bi>O, since - 2H+ C pi+ 1 Wi- 0 
(cf. 0 2). We will prove the projectivity of R by showing that A + mH satisfies 
the Nakai-Moishezon Criterion for m sufficiently large. 
We first calculate the self intersections 9” and 91’ on g, i = 1,2,3. Because 
of 
a. 
b. 
symmetry we only have to do this for W,. We know the following facts: 
V,CR actually is lP2 blown up in t points in general position for some 
te(0,1,2,3,4}. 
By taking a hyperplane section of K through the plane FCK, we find that 
on K: H- W, + a smooth quadric. So on R we see that: H- V, + Q where 
Q is a smooth quadric, blown up in 4 - t points. The intersection ‘F’, fl Q is 
the strict transform of a conic C in V,CK passing through the four 
singular points on it: 
/izi!~-----~ 
PS 
C. W?=oT+ C p;Li where T is the ‘old’ line in Ip2. 
L,C VI 
We will calculate the coefficients (r and pi by intersecting Vr -H- Q with T 
and LiC VI. 
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For any curve X on F”, we have the equality: 
Y1*X= y:;X=a(T.X)+ c&(Lj*x)=(*) 
II 
intersection-product on Y, cd 
(H-Q)-X=[(H-Q)- V,].X=T.X-(the conic C).X=(X) 
7 
intersection-product on %‘, cl? 
By taking X= T we find: 
(*)=a+ CO=a 
II 
(f)=l-2= -1 * 
And by taking X= an exceptional LjC %‘, we find: 
(*)=Gf’O+(-Pj)= -pj 
II 
(f)=O-1=--l * -1 
We will now check the Nakai-Moishezon Conditions: 
a- [d + mH] .X> 0 for X any irreducible curve. 
-+X is an exceptional line: 
d .X> 0 by assumption and H-X= 0, so for all m E Z: [d + mH] .X> 0. 
-tX is contained in %‘,U V2U Y3U W,U W2U W3. 
By deg(X) we will mean the degree of X as a curve in KC lP4. 
[A + mH] -X=d -X+ m.deg(X) = 
=(n+m)deg(X)+ 1 ~i[y*X]+ C bi[%‘i*X] 
This is a line& function in 
deg(X) with only finitely many 
possibilities for the coefficients. 
>O, for m sufficiently large. 
*X is not contained in any of the Vi’s or ‘Hi’s. 
[d+mH].X=d+X+m.deg(X)= 
=(n+m)deg(X)+ Cai[y*X]+ Cbi[wi*X] 
w -7-J 
20 20 
1 (n + m)deg(X) 
>O, for m sufficiently large. 
So, for m sufficiently large the first condition is satisfied. 
b- [d + mH12. S> 0 for any irreducible surface S. 
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[d+mH]2’S=[d+mH]‘[(n+m)[H’S]+Ca;[Wi’S]+Cbj[91i’S]] 
=[Ll+mH]*[(n+m)T+ Cq[-y;.*S]+ Cb,[W;*S]] 
= (n + m)*[H. T] + (linear polynomial A(m) in m) 
= (n + m)* + A(m) 
>0, for m sufficiently large. 
+SisNOTa For ‘ZVi. 
[A + mH] * + S = [A + mH] . [effective sum of irreducible curves] 
>0, for m sufficiently large. (condition a-) 
So for m sufficiently large the second condition is also satisfied. 
c- [A +mH13>0. 
For m sufficiently large, A + mH can be represented by an effective sum of 
irreducible surfaces, so for m large: 
[A + mH] 3 = [A + mH] *a [effective sum of irreducible surfaces] 
>0, for m sufficiently large. (condition b-) 
This proves that A + mH is ample for m s 0. 0 
We will use this theorem 4.2 in $ 5 to determine the projectivity of small 
resolutions of K. 
9 5. THE 13 SMALL RESOLUTIONS 
In this paragraph we shall show that all 1024 small resolutions can be divided 
into 13 isomorphism classes. Further, we will investigate their automorphism 
groups and their projectivity. First of all, we need some notations to describe 
small resolutions: 
The singular point Pr will be our “watch-tower”. To indicate the other 9 
singular points and the six planes through P, we use the following diagram: 
06= 
We describe a small resolution by means of a { + / - )-matrix of the same form 
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A “ + ” at the place of Pi means that in Pi the three-fold is blown down in the 
horizontal direction and a “ - ” means in the vertical direction. E.g.: a “ -” 
at the place of P,, means that the exceptional line LtO in this resolution is 
contained in u6 and intersects o3 in a point. 
DEFINITION. A { + / - )-matrix as above will be called a face of the small 
resolution it describes. 
Two different faces can describe isomorphic resolutions, because an element 
$J eAut(K) can transform one face into another one. The two resolutions, 
belonging to these faces, are naturally isomorphic by lifting @, and any iso- 
morphism between two small resolutions is induced by such a 9. Since Aut(K) 
is known completely, it is relatively easy to determine the isomorphism classes 
of the small resolutions. This is done by computer, and the result is listed 
below. There are 13 classes and for each class 10 faces are shown. For each class 
the i-th face can be derived from the first one by applying an automorphism 
of K, that sends Pi to P,. And for each of these ten faces the other 72 - 1 = 71 
faces can easily be constructed by just permutating the rows and columns. Be 
careful! If you exchange the rows and the columns you must reverse all “ + ” 
and “ - ” signs! 
Ten faces of each class are shown, because they help us determine the auto- 
morphism groups of the classes. 
Class: 
I: 
II: 
III: 
IV: 
v: 
The ten faces of each class: 
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Class: The ten faces of each class: 
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More facts about the 13 classes are listed below: 
Further results 
Class proj.? Ample divisor on R (*) Aut(l?) Remarks 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
IX 
X 
XI 
XII 
XIII 
(*) RI 
proj 
proj . 
proj . 
proj . 
proj . 
proj . 
not proj. 
not proj. 
not proj. 
not proj. 
not proj. 
not proj. 
not proj. 
the small resolution belonging to the first f ace and vi=oi Wi=ui+s for 
s3xs3 
H2xS3 
s5 
z2xz2 
E2X&XZ2 
Z2xh2xE2 
E2XZ2 
s3 
s3xs3 
A5 
One fixline 
Two fixlines 
One fixline 
A&) acts 
transitivily 
on ext. lines 
One fixline 
Aut(@ acts 
transitivily 
on ext. lines 
One fixline 
Aut(@ acts 
transitively 
on ext. lines 
i= 1,2,3. 
Explanations of the Au@)-table: 
I: Aut(&SsxS,. 
The first face of this class can only be projected onto itself. Therefore 
the only automorphisms are the permutations of the rows (+S,) and 
columns (-+S,) of this face. 
II: Aut(#+Z2xZ2. 
Same kind of argument as for class I. 
III: Aut(x) z Z2 x S, . 
Same kind of argument as for class I, but now with the gth face. 
IV: Aut(K)=Ss. 
First notice that # [Aut(x)] = 120. All faces can be transformed into each 
other (which means that the group action is transitive on the exceptional 
lines), and for each face we have #(S, x Z,) = 12 transformations. 
Therefore # [Aut(K)] = 10 x 12 = 120. 
To prove the isomorphism we only have to give an injective morphism 
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4 : Aut(Z?)-+&. This is easily found: 
In these resolutions exactly five planes are blown up in the singular points 
they contain. Since any automorphism must transform these five planes 
into each other, we have our # : Aut(&+&. If we take for example the 
small resolution belonging to the first face, then the five planes are u4, 
u5, v7, u13 and u15. The images of these five planes determine the images 
of the singular points (every singular point is the intersection of exactly 
two of these planes). Hence @ is injective (cf. prop. 3.2b)). 
V: Aut(E) E h2 x S, . 
This class is dual to class III (if we blow down in the opposite direction 
above every singular point, we get class III). Therefore Aut(class V)Z 
= Aut(class III). 
VI: Aut(x) 3 S5. 
Same argument as for class IV, but now with five planes not blown up 
at all! In case of the first face, these planes are: ul, u2, ulo, u14 and ui5. 
Actually, these resolutions are dual to those of class IV. 
VII: Aut(@=Z,xZ,. 
Let Z? belong to the first face. The stabilizer of L,, the exceptional line 
above Pi, is Z2: the identity and the permutation of W, and W3 and W2 
and W3. Notice that these two automorphisms are also stabilizers of L2, 
the exceptional line above P2. If we look at the faces, we see that any 
other automorphism of this R sends {L,, L2} into itself. Further, the 
permutation of these two Li'S commutes with the permutation of the 
planes described above. Hence 
Aut(g)a(permutating some planes or not) x 
(permutating L, and L2 or not) G Z2 x Z,. 
VIII: Aut(&zZ2xZ2xE2. 
Same kind of argument as for class VII, but now with the exceptional 
lines L7 and L,,. 
IX: Aut(x) z H, x Z2 x Z2. 
This class is dual to class VIII. 
X: Aut(& z Z, x Z2. 
Same kind of argument as for class I, but now with the 10eth face. 
XI: Aut(+S3. 
Same argument as for class I. 
XII: Aut(&S3xS3. 
Same kind of argument as for class I, but now with the 4W’h face. 
XIII: Aut(K)=& 
Since all faces can be mapped onto each other, and the number of 
transformations per face is 6, # [Aut(@] = 60. To make an injective 
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morphism r$ : Aut(g)+S,, which will prove the isomorphism, we have 
to make some geometrical observations on K. We have seen that there 
lie 15 planes on K, each one containing four singular points. We can also 
describe these planes as four-tuples of singular points contained in a 
plane on K. It is a remarkable fact that there are 15 other special four- 
tuples of singular points: no three of them are contained in a plane on 
K. These special four-tuples are: 
tl = (p,, p2, p6, p,O) t, = (p,, p4, pfj, p8) t, 1 = (5, p4, p6, p7) 
f2 = (P,, P2r p,, P!?) fl = (p2, p3, PS, p6) f,2 = (p3, p4, p9, PlO) 
t3 = (PI, p,, p5, PlO) t8 = (p2, p4, PS, p7) t13 = (p,, p7v p8, pl,) 
t4 = (Pl, p4, p5, P9) t9 = (p2, p3, p8, p9) t14 = (P6r p7, p9, PlO) 
t5 = (p,, p3, p7, p8) tllJ = (p2, p4, PCj, PI,) tl5 = (p,, p6, p8, p9) 
So clearly we get a map: Aut(@-+Sr5, but Srs is much to large! How- 
ever, if we let R belong to the first face, then the trace of t4 under 
Aut(R) is { t4, t5, t7, tlO, t14}. This gives us # : Aut(R)-+&. Ker(@) = 0 
since every singular point P= tin tj for some i and j E { t4, t5, t7, tlO, t14). 
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